
Comme Ci Comme Ca 

Being a minister in a new government is never going to be easy but having to deal with the Euro 
crisis in the first term was not Bodger’s idea of a quiet life. Travelling back from Paris by Eurostar he 
was interrupted by an urgent text from Jenkins, the Transport Minister. 

“How did you get on?” he queried. 

“Pretty darn dreadful,” responded Bodger, “I got backed into a corner and, I think, I ended up 
agreeing to provide support to their banks.” 

“The PM won’t like that,” affirmed Jenkins, “He wants us as distant as we can be but don’t worry, I 
have some news that might help. Just confirm that it was Grenouilles that you were dealing with?” 

“Yep,” came the immediate response, “I just hate that guy; takes you one way and then switches 
track so that you end up giving way on points that you shouldn’t.” 

“ ‘Tracks’ may be the key issue,” replied Jenkins and cut the call. 

 

On arrival in Westminster, Bodger went immediately to seek out his colleague in order to put off 
confessing what he had agreed to in Paris. The Department could wait a little longer. 

“What’s it all about?” he jumped in straight away as he entered Jenkins office. 

“Well cast your mind back a few hundred years and tell me what was (and still is) England’s finest 
hour?” 

“Obviously, Waterloo,” replied Bodger with no hesitation. 

“And who’s the most likely to see that as their biggest upset of all time?” 

“Why the Frogs, of course,” he said with out hesitation. 

“And where did they arrive, in London, Prior to us building HS1 between the Channel Tunnel and St 
Pancras.” 

“Waterloo station,” was the immediate response, “but what has that got to do with my disaster with 
Grenouilles?” 

Jenkins got them to sit comfortably in the easy chairs away from his desk and started to explain. 

“Remember when the tunnel was finished and we had to decide on the route into London, well, 
everyone thought that the terminal would be at Waterloo as it was at that time but……there was a 
big problem. A whole host – thousands - of objectors along the proposed route had bought up small 
plots of land and the ownership was secreted away by a variety of means. This made it almost 
impossible to get the compulsory purchases sorted out in time and we made the decision to go via 
Stratford in the East End to terminate at St Pancras which has been refurbished and extended.” 

“Yes, I know all that, replied Bodger, but how does it affect me?” 



“Who was the French minister of transport at that time?” asked Jenkins – and without waiting for a 
reply exclaimed– “Grenouilles!” 

“What, are you suggesting that he had something to do with the objections to the Waterloo route?” 

“Exactly,” confirmed Jenkins, “we have documentary proof that the purchases were all funded by a 
department of the French Government so that they would no longer have to arrive at Waterloo 
when travelling from Paris to London. And Grenouilles was the guy behind it!” 

“So what do we do?” questioned Bodger who was feeling distinctly out of his depth. 

“Well,” commenced Jenkins, “you must have seen the outpouring of despair from the Paris team 
when London won the bid for the 2012 Olympics? Let’s see what we can do to Grenouilles’ 
reputation.” 

They plotted long into the night to get all of the details right and spoke with the other departments 
concerned. 

 

It being Tuesday, Prime Ministers question time was due and they had planted the standard written 
question about his movements, following which the question of real substance would be put 
verbally. Having been briefed just an hour before, the PM had laughed out loud and nearly fallen off 
his chair when the scheme was put to him. 

“Really, he said, “you cannot be serious?” he had tested them but after their protestations that all 
was above board he agreed to proceed as planned. 

 

PMQ dawned and the salted question was put….. 

“Would the PM please outline his movements for the day?” 

After a short description of his itinery he sat down and Jenkins rose to put his subsidiary query…. 

“Does the Prime Minister have anything to report over the recent negotiations on the Euro Crisis?” 

“The PM rose and approached the dispatch box to a packed house that was on tenterhooks for 
something special…… 

“No,” he said, “I have nothing to say about the weekend’s negotiations as they have been overtaken 
by events.” 

He continued…….. 

“I, and my colleagues at both the transport and sports ministries have received a number of 
representations over the confusion that will arise during the 2012 Olympics which will take place in 
East London. Arriving by train, from Paris, and other continental capitals, at the newly built Stratford 
station, many will be under the false impression that they have arrived in Stratford-on-Avon, the 
home of the bard which is over 100 miles away. To avoid such possible upsets during the games, 



which have been planned in great detail, we have decided that, when HM The Queen opens the 
refurbished station, it will be under its new name of TRAFALGAR!” 

The house erupted and Bodger went away happy that no one was interested in his fiasco with 
Grenouilles who resigned the day after. 

 

  


